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Who made the mountain, who made the tree, who made the river

Who made the mountain, who made the tree, who made the river

Who made the mountain, who made the tree, who made the river

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?

Who hung the moon in the starry sky?
SOMEBODY BIGGER THAN YOU AND I

Some-body bigger than you and I. Who makes the flowers

Some-body bigger than you and I. Who makes the flowers

Who sends the rain when the earth is dry? Some-body bigger than

Who sends the rain when the earth is dry? Some-body bigger than

Who sends the rain when the earth is dry? Some-body bigger than

bloom in the spring, who writes the song for the robin to sing, and

bloom in the spring, who writes the song for the robin to sing, and

bloom in the spring, who writes the song for the robin to sing, and
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you and I. (Fin B.C.)

He lights the way when the road is long.

Keep your company, with love to guide you.

He walks beside you,

just like He walks with me.

When I am weary, filled with despair,
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who gives me courage to go on from there, and who gives me faith that will
cresc. molto e rall.

Somebody bigger than you and I